


The company’s submission (CS) generally reflects the scope of this appraisal issued by the 

. The company’s original evidence submission for this appraisal 

eight comparator combination drug regimens specified in NICE’s scope:

Summary of submitted clinical effectiveness 
The company’s submission to NICE included:



In the ITT population, 

The company’s systematic review conducted for the NMA identified enough evidence to enable 

company’s



used platinum doublets. This concurs with the company’s statement on CS p. 37 that 

the company’s statement in the decision problem (CS Table 1, p. 15) that GCis an

s

as not included in the company’s cost

The ERG’s clinical expert advised that patients are not currently routinely tested for EGFR 



. The ERG’s clinical expert commented that it is unclear how the costs 



s

GCis (GCis + N)

in terms of patients’ prior treatment (

that the population should be those “untreated” 

population is those who have “not received prior chemotherapy ”

ERG’s clinical expert advised that clinically this is the same as “untreated advanced” disease. 

The ERG’s expert advised that some people may have had resected or 

’s



that the company’s u

age (<70 versus ≥70 years; and <65 versus ≥65 years);





alculated by ERG from ‘not evaluable’ and ‘no assessment’





company’s clarifications response

OS: stratified HR (95% CI) 

PFS: stratified HR (95% CI) 

c c

c

c

c the company’s clarification response Appendix 1 states that these results were for the Western Europe 





G’s clarifications questions, to reflect the population specified in 

s

GCis 







–







–

GCis + N



The company argues that necitumumab meets NICE’s criteria in the ‘Supplementa

extending, end of life treatments’. The company states that expected survival in 

expressing population, used in the company’

t the company’s estimate of the population size (CS Table 93, p. 233) 

European subgroup to support its argument, and the ERG believes that the company’s rationale 

in the company’s model (submitted in the clarifications response), the company’s model 



criterion in NICE’s end of life criteria.


